Although problems relating to specific image correction have been explored intensively, the problem of simultaneous diagnosis for multiple photographic defects remains relatively untouched. Solutions to this problem attempt to predict the existence, severity, and locations of common defects. This paper proposes a first attempt at a solution to the general defect diagnosis problem based on our novel dataset. We formulate the defect diagnosis problem as a multi-task prediction problem and utilize multi-column deep neural networks (DNN) to approach the problem. We propose DNN models with holistic and multi-patch inputs and combine their predicted scores to integrate multi-scale information. During experiments, we validate the complementarity of both kinds of inputs. We also validate that our combined predictions have a more consistent ranking correlation with our ground truth than the average of individual users' judgments. Furthermore, we apply the fully convolutional version of our trained model to visualize defect severity heat maps, which can effectively identify defective regions of input images. We propose that our work will provide casual photographers with better experiences when using image editing software to improve image quality. Another promising avenue for future application involves the equipping of photo summarization systems with defect cues to focus more on defect-free photos.
Introduction
Given the prevalence of image editing software (Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Lightroom, etc.), several automatic or interactive image correction algorithms have been incorporated into the software to compensate for specific defects. However, it is confusing and time-consuming for casual photographers to explore the large library of image retouching functions without a wrapper function to automatically diagnose what defect(s) an image is suffering from.
Additionally, defect diagnosis is crucial in the applications of photo curation and summarization [45, 55, 5, 52] . These systems can select photos by considering defect Figure 1 . One example of an input from our testing dataset and outputs for our proposed model. For each photographic defect except for bad saturation, our model predicts a severity score in the range of [0.0, 1.0], where a higher score indicates a severer defect. For bad saturation, the score lies in the range [−1.0, 1.0], where a score residing further from the origin indicate greater severity. Additionally, the relative ranking of a score is reported as a percentage, which is determined by finding the proportion of our testing dataset with lower testing scores. Thus, a higher ranking indicates greater severity. Our model also outputs defect-localized heat maps, where the amount of red color indicates the severity of defects in a local region. *For bad saturation, red color indicates over saturation, while blue color indicates under saturation. One exception is for bad composition (severity score of 0.3740 and relative ranking of 77%), which does not output a heat map because a bad composition score relies on a holistic image. In this example, the model recognizes that the input image is mainly suffering from global bad white balance defect, while the human head and hands are suffering from undesired blur. severity and only focus on those with high quality and low severity scores.
Previous work on image correction, however, targets single defect types [36, 29, 39, 46, 13] . Few identifies general photographic defect diagnosis as a comprehensive problem, nor does it consider the existence and severity of several correlated defects simultaneously.
In this study, we investigate a solution to the compre-hensive defect diagnosis problem by first collecting a novel dataset of natural photos and the severity of a list of seven photographic defects, and then training/testing an end-toend deep neural network (DNN) which generates multi-task defect severity predictions. We are motivated to learn a parametric model in order to bridge the gap between image appearance and image editing tools, as well as to equip photo curation and summarization systems with defect cues. Our major contributions are summarized as follows:
1. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to simultaneously diagnose seven types of photographic defects in real-world images.
2. In order to quantitatively evaluate and validate the effectiveness of our model on the proposed problem, we collect a novel dataset containing 12, 853 natural images, each with ground truth severity scores for seven photographic defects. This dataset will be released online to benchmark future extensions and comparisons.
3. We apply a multi-column DNN approach for the prediction problem with two types of inputs: global and downsized input v.s. local and fine-grained input. We investigate the complementarity between the two models and validate for each defect that the prediction sequence of the combined defect scores is able to obtain a ranking correlation to the ground truth better than the average of individual users' performance.
4. We further extend the well-trained model to a fully convolutional architecture [30] for spatial diagnosis of defects, where we attempt to localize defect regions and severity. These spatial diagnoses are formulated as heat map outputs. One example is visualized in Figure 1.
Related Work
We review some previous works related to our study. Photographic defect correction techniques. Individual photographic defects and their corresponding automatic detection and correction methods have been intensively investigated over the past decade. For example, existing work [41, 56, 4, 42, 24, 36] focuses on exposure correction and has shown encouraging effects. Other work [51, 38, 40, 37, 1, 29] explores denoising algorithms which illustrate notable progress. In [34, 43, 16, 49, 58, 39] , dehazing methods have been elegantly developed with favorable performance. Previous research on image deblurring [14, 57, 47, 11, 6, 46] aims at recovering sharp image from a blurry image due to camera shake, object motion or outof-focus issue. Moreover, image retargeting [26, 15, 3] and automatic image cropping [27, 54, 13] are proposed to improve image composition. However, all the above work detects and tackles individual defect types with a dataset which is specific to that defect. Few formulates the automatic diagnosis on multiple defects as an independent and comprehensive problem as we propose in this paper.
Deep neural network (DNN). State-of-the-art evidence [44, 48, 18] reveals that deeper networks can capture semantic features and result in improved performance on various computer vision tasks [19, 7, 12, 28] . Previous papers have shown that multi-column neural networks can have improved performance over single-column neural networks [10, 2, 31, 53, 32] . It has also been shown that merging information from different scales and different resolutions can boost DNN performance [35, 17, 23, 8, 32] .
Therefore, we leverage the deep semantic features encoded by DNN architectures for our defect score prediction tasks. We fit our multi-task prediction problem to an end-toend multi-column network by sharing weights in the earlier stages and branching out layers in the later stages in order to determine specific defects. Additionally, both the downsized holistic image and original-resolution patches are essential to provide complementary information for our DNN training.
No-reference image quality assessment (NR-IQA). The conventional NR-IQA evaluates visual quality of images without access to reference images and without prior knowledge of the types of distortions present [25, 9, 21] . This assessment focuses on distortions such as image degradations, including JPEG compression, additive white Gaussian noise, Gaussian blur, etc. In such datasets, distortions are synthetically added and uniformly distributed over the entire image. Our problem differs from NR-IQA, where we study comprehensive photographic defects in natural images and collect novel dataset from the real world.
Photographic Defect Severity Dataset
To determine the most important defects, we consulted professional photographers and performed an analysis of the most common defects in a large database of photographs. We selected seven types of photographic defects for study: bad exposure, bad white balance, bad saturation, noise, haze, undesired blur, and bad composition.
In order to quantitatively evaluate the proposed model on the defect diagnosis problem, we downloaded 13, 200 public images from Flickr 1 (licensed at the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100M dataset [50] ), and manually filtered out non-photographic images, resulting in 12, 853 images. Following our image collection step, we utilized Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) 2 in order to collect annotations of defect severity for each image from five different workers. For the bad saturation defect, we provide five levels of severity for workers to choose from: {severe under saturated, mild under saturated, normal saturated, mild over saturated, severe over saturated}, which map to a score set of {−1.0, −0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 1.0}. For all the other defects, we provide three levels of severity options instead of five: {none, mild, severe}, which map to a score set {0.0, 0.5, 1.0}.
We then evaluate each worker's accuracy by measuring his or her errors relative to obvious annotations for which we have prior knowledge. We filter out those users with bad responses that clearly disagree with the obvious annotations. We set the filtering threshold so that the remaining worker with the poorest performance has an accuracy of 0.6, which means his or her average error is about 0.4. This is smaller than the intermediate score difference between the levels none, mild, and severe. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed dataset has well-controlled quality. More details about the accuracy calculation as well as data collection interface, quality control mechanisms, data statistics, etc. can be found in the supplementary material.
We obtain ground truth severity scores for each of the seven defects for each image by computing the weighted average over the five workers' annotations. The weights are proportional to each workers' accuracy and are normal- One example of our dataset is shown in Figure 1 together with our prediction results. More examples are shown in Figure 5 and in the supplementary material. For the purpose of experimental evaluation, we randomly split the dataset into a training set with 11, 313 images (88%) and testing set with 1, 540 images (12%). Our dataset will be released online for future benchmarking.
Multi-Task Deep Neural Network for Defect Score Predictions
We apply a DNN architecture for deep feature learning and representing semantic information which relates to the severity of defects. For example, skies are more likely to be overexposed whereas human faces under a bright sky are more likely to be under-exposed; haze defects are more likely to occur in an outdoor scene.
Motivated by the multi-patch aggregation network [32] , which captures both the holistic information and finegrained original resolution details, we separately train and test two networks with the same architecture but with two different types of inputs which satisfy the DNN input requirement: (1) downsized holistic images, and (2) randomly sampled multiple patches at the original resolution. These inputs are complementary. For instance, the bad composition diagnosis completely depends on global inputs, so a randomly cropped patch may negatively influence the aesthetics of the composition. In contrast, noise and undesired blur defects will be less obvious in a downsized image.
Network Architecture
Our architecture contains both layers that are shared across all defects and layers that are defect-specific. We justify this architecture by three observations: (1) different defects have correlations between each other (defect cooccurrence), so that shared parameters implicitly incorporate the correlation into learning and inference; (2) different defects share common low-level features, and it becomes the duty of later out-branched layers to pick up useful features for defect-specific predictions; and (3) for multi-task training, it is practical and efficient to control network deployment and time complexity by sharing parameters in the early stages.
We start by fine-tuning the batch-normalization [19] version of GoogLeNet [48] , which is publicly available 3 . The input size is required to be 224 × 224 × 3. For the holistic input model, we downsize and warp input images from arbitrary original sizes into this identical size. For the multipatch input model, we crop local patches with this size as well. We did not use the original augmentation operation to randomly crop 224×224×3 images from a 256×256×3 input image. Our data augmentation and rebalancing process is discussed in Section 4.4.
For the sake of efficiency, we (1) remove the two auxiliary classifiers (loss1 from inception 3c/output and loss2 from inception 4e/output) and their fully connected layers, (2) trim off the inception 5b/3×3 convolution branch in the last inception (inception 5b); and (3) in inception 5b, we reduce the number of output features of {inception 5b/1×1, inception 5b/double3×3b, inception 5b/pool proj} from {352, 224, 128} to {88, 56, 32}, so as to decrease the size of the output features of inception 5b/output from 1, 024 to 176.
We keep the earlier eight inceptions unchanged and share parameters across all columns of defect prediction tasks. We then divide the last two inceptions into seven branches to learn independent features for the seven defects. The branches have identical architecture and pre-trained parameter initialization, where we add one more fully connected layer (with 128 hidden neurons) followed by a ReLU layer after pool/7×7 to increase defect-wise capacity. Additionally, we replace the regular classification layers with our infogain classification layers. That is, we reduce the number of output neurons of the last fully connected layer from 1, 000 to 11 (or 21 for bad saturation), and replace the multinomial logistic loss layer with a defect-specific infogain multinomial logistic loss layer (see Section 4.2). Infogain losses for all the defects have the same weight. Fig-Figure 2 . This diagram shows the architecture of the proposed holistic and multi-patch input models for multi-task predictions. The parameter-shared layers begin from conv/7×7 to inception 4e of the batch-normalization version of GoogLeNet, where they take a 224 × 224 × 3 image as input and output a 7 × 7 × 1024 feature blob. The defect-specific layers have the same architecture for each defect branch, including inception 5a, inception 5b, and pool/7×7. Each branch takes the same input as the 7 × 7 × 1024 blob from the parameter-shared layers, and outputs a 176-dimension feature vector. The defect-specific fully connected layers take that vector as input and pass the data through a hidden layer with 128 hidden neurons, a ReLU layer, and finally a classification layer with 11 neurons followed by a softmax layer. Our loss function is the equally-weighted summation over all the defect-specific infogain losses. ure 2 shows the diagram of our architecture. The branching operation in this model means to duplicate feature maps for all the following defect-specific layers.
Note that our multi-patch input model excludes the bad composition defect. This is because image composition depends on the holistic aesthetics and any patch cropping may bias the original composition and confuse our prediction.
Infogain Loss
Although our ground truth supervisions are defect severity scores in the continuous domain, we claim a classification formulation appears to be a better approximation for ground truth distribution than regression. When we look more closely at the severity ground truth histogram of a defect from a bin width of 0.1 (Figure 3 top left histogram) to 0.01 (Figure 3 top right histogram), we identify 11 peaks (21 peaks for bad saturation) in the finer histogram. This result stems from three facts: (1) AMT users' quantitative annotations with an intermediate step of 0.5 between none, mild, and severe generates quantitative peaks, (2) the average voting among five users results in a finer step of 0.1, (single users' step of 0.5 divided by 5), and (3) different weights for different users result in the variant scores around each peak.
The discrete peak patterns make classification more suitable for our tasks than regression. We define each peak in the finer histogram represents one class. For bad saturation, the 21 classes represent severity centers in {−1.0, −0.9, ..., 0.0, ..., 0.9, 1.0}. For other defects, the 11 classes represent severity centers in {0.0, 0.1, ..., 0.9, 1.0}. We assign for our dataset the classification ground truth as the nearest peak to the continuous severity score ground truth. We use infogain multinomial logistic loss 4 to measure the classification errors. The infogain loss E is mathematically formulated as
where N is the number of image samples; K is the number of classes; l n is the class ground truth of the n th sample; p n,k is the probability of the n th sample classified to the k th class, which is the output after the softmax layer satisfying K k p n,k = 1 and p n,k ≥ 0. Finally, H ln,k is the infogain weight for the n th sample with ground truth l n to be classified to class k. The higher the weight, the greater the reward for that classification result.
Once we obtain the classification probability vector for an image, we use it as weight vector to sum over all the corresponding peak values and use this as the final severity score.
The reason we apply infogain loss is that each pair of classes has a well-defined distance relationship so that a smaller distance between the classification result and ground truth will be more rewarding. Correct classification is the most rewarding case. Misclassification from class 1 (around score 0.0) to class 2 (score 0.1) is more acceptable than misclassification to class 11 (score 1.0). But in a regular classification problem, the two misclassification cases are equally treated. In contrast, infogain loss and the infogain matrix provide the flexibility to differentiate the reward for each scenario of classification or misclassification. See the supplementary material for our design of the defectspecific infogain matrices which are derived from a Naive Bayes assumption and statistics of individual AMT users' case-by-case annotations.
Prediction Combination between Holistic and Multi-Patch Input Models
The holistic and multi-patch input models predict defect severity scores in an independent and complementary way. We thus expect the combination between the two will be better than either one. We simply use equal weight to average the scores for each defect. We also tried quadratic programming to optimize the weights such that the combined score sequence has the least mean square Euclidean loss to the ground truth. But experimentally we did not find any obvious superiority from this optimization.
Data Augmentation
After investigating our ground truth data, we realized that, for all types of defects, the score distributions are unbalanced: there are many more defect-free samples than defective ones.
We therefore augment the data in a manner that is aware of the severity distribution. Given a defect severity distribution, we can augment different numbers of samples for different classes. For the multi-patch input model, each sample is a 224 × 224 × 3 local patch randomly cropped at the original resolution. For the holistic input model, each sample is a holistic image with half of the original height and width randomly cropped at the original resolution, which is then warped and downsized to 224 × 224 × 3. We generally attempt to augment samples in inverse proportion to class member counts. We use 21 classes for bad saturation defect and 11 classes for other defects. In this way, the distribution over classes will be more balanced after sampling. However, it is common for the number of samples in the highest-score class to be smaller by three orders of magnitude than in the lowest-score class. Also, augment too many samples (×1, 000) leads to heavy overlapping, information redundancy, and overfitting. We thus cap the maximal number of samples to 50. In order to ensure the representativeness of sampling, we also set the minimal number of samples to 5. Rebalancing effects between classes before and after class-specific augmentation are shown in the supplementary materials. Additional augmentation by horizontal flipping follows after the class-specific sampling. We consistently assign all samples with the same severity ground truth as the holistic image.
Note that there is no class-specific sampling for the bad composition defect, since image composition is sensitive to the cropping operation. As a result, the training holistic input for bad composition is the original training set followed only by the augmentation of horizontal flipping. The multipatch input model does not involve bad composition.
We conduct data augmentation differently for each defect according to the above sampling process. Therefore each defect has a unique training sample source, but they are still jointly trained by sharing early-stage parameters as shown in Figure 2. 
Implementation Details
The number of training samples is determined in Section 4.4. The number of testing samples for the holistic input model is set to one, i.e., the original testing image downsized to 224 × 224 × 3. The number of testing patches is set to 10. The testing score of the multi-patch input model is simply the average over the 10 patches.
The number of testing patches, 10, is a trade-off between testing time and robustness. More patches result in a more robust average score, however, testing time is proportional to the number of patches. We realize from experiments that the improvement from 5 patches to 10 is significant, but from 10 to 20 is not. We thus set the number as 10.
The two models are both fine-tuned from the pre-trained GoogLeNet model. The batch size is fixed to 32. The initial learning rate is set as 0.0001 for the parameter-shared layers and is set 10 times larger for the defect-specific layers. All learning rates are periodically annealed by 0.04 after every 6, 400 iterations. We set weight decay as 0.0002 and momentum as 0.9. We implement the training and testing via Caffe toolbox [20] .
Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our model in several ways. We further extend the success in defect prediction to defect spatial analysis.
Performance Evaluation
The effectiveness of our models is evaluated by the consistency between our predicted defect scores and the ground truth testing scores. Table 1 . The performance of the holistic and multi-patch input models w.r.t. the regular and cross-class Spearman Correlation Coefficient measures. For each defect and for each measure, the best performance is in bold font. "Mean w/o bc" column reports the mean over all defects excluding bad composition. We intentionally exclude bad composition in order to be able to compare across different models. "Mean w/ bc" column includes bad composition for the mean calculation. Cross-class Spearman Correlation Coefficient is reported in the form of mean ± standard deviation for each defect. Here the mean and standard deviation are estimated by sampling a large number of times. sequences [33, 22] . Let r i indicate the rank of the ith item when we sort an item list by a score list {s i }, and r i indicate the rank when we sort the item list by another score list {s i }. We compute the rank disagreement of the ith item
where N is the total number of items. This correlation coefficient lies in the range of [−1, 1], with a larger value corresponding to stronger positive correlation in the rankings. The ranking correlation is particularly useful since it is invariant to monotonic transformations on the defect score predictions and hence avoids the necessity to explicitly calibrate the predicted scores against ground truth.
In some circumstances, the precise rankings are not critical between two images with similar defect severity. Considering our predictions are derived from classification tasks, we instead care more about the ranking correlation over images across different classes along the severity histogram. Therefore, we additionally introduce another evaluation named cross-class Spearman Correlation Coefficient (cross-class ρ), to measure the coarse ranking correlation between our prediction sequence and ground truth sequence. We claim that the cross-class correlation is a more useful measure than classification accuracy, as our classes have distance and ranking relationship between each other. Given one type of defect and the histogram of severity score ground truth over the testing set, we randomly sample one image from each class (bin) to compose a new testing subsequence, the size of which equals to the number of classes (bins). We then calculate the Spearman Correlation Coefficient over this sub-sequence. We repeat the random sampling and correlation calculation ∼15, 000 times and use the mean as our final cross-class Spearman Correlation Coefficient. Figure 3 shows a diagram example about the above process, given the bad exposure defect histogram over the testing set. Table 1 shows the performance of the holistic and multi-patch input models w.r.t. the regular and crossclass Spearman Correlation Coefficient measures. In general, cross-class Spearman Correlation Coefficient measures have larger values than regular measures because it is difficult (and unnecessary) to have precise rankings among the images with similar defect severity, especially when a majority of the test images are defect-free. Moreover, the multi-patch input model has a generally better performance than holistic input model. This is because the patch inputs obtain more robust predictions via the average over 10 random testing patches. Figure 4 . Bar plots of the correlation difference between our predictions and all individual users' performances, for the seven types of defects, respectively. Each plot corresponds to one defect (from top left to bottom right: bad exposure, bad white balance, bad saturation, noise, haze, undesired blur, and bad composition). Each bar in a plot corresponds to one individual user, and bars are sorted in ascending order of the correlation difference. A positive bar indicates our prediction outperforms that individual user in terms of the Spearman Correlation Coefficient. In contrast, a negative bar indicates the user outperforms our prediction. The red dashed line in each plot highlights the position and rank of the user where the superiority switches between our prediction and one individual user's annotations. Therefore, the more the red dashed line shifts to the left, the better performance our prediction reaches.
Results
The complementarity between holistic and multipatch models. Specifically, compared to the holistic input model, the multi-patch input model outperforms significantly in the cross-class Spearman Correlation Coefficient measures for noise and undesired blur defect. This is because that noise and undesired blur defects are notably concealed in downsized images. Compared to the multi-patch input model, the holistic input model, in contrast, outperforms significantly in the cross-class Spearman Correlation Coefficient measures for haze defect. This is because haze is not always uniformly present throughout the image, so local patches are not guaranteed to have an effective representation for the defect. Additionally, almost all the measures are effectively improved after we combine the two independent models, which validates the complementarity of the two models.
The effectiveness of infogain loss. We also conduct the same experiments for the regression model by replacing the proposed classification-based infogain loss with the regression-based Euclidean loss. In general, the infogain loss appears to be a better approximation for the multi-peak distribution of our ground truth data. Thus, it outperforms the regression model in terms of the mean combined predictions in both correlation measures. For regular correlation, regression v.s. infogain turns out to be 0.5138 v.s. 0.5150 (Table 1 the 4th row and last column). For cross-class correlation, regression v.s. infogain turn out to be 0.7879 v.s. 0.8001 (Table 1 the last row and last column). Defectspecific results of the regression-based experiments are reported in the supplementary material. The complementarity between the holistic and multi-patch inputs is still effective.
The comparison between our predictions and manual annotations. Since our study is a novel attempt with a newly collected dataset, we directly compare our predictions to individual user annotations. If we assume the average of five users' annotations is the standard, each individual user's performance may contain some variance and noise. We compare each user against the average of the other users' opinions. This avoids the potential bias of including a user's opinion in both the prediction and the reference ground truth. Finally, we calculate the regular Spearman Correlation Coefficient both between our prediction and the leave-one-user-out ground truth, and between the compared user's individual annotation sequence and that ground truth. We show in Figure 4 the bar plots of the correlation difference against all users, for all types of defects, respectively. We conclude from the positions of red dashed lines that, for all types of defects, our predictions are better than the average individual users' performance. As a result, our model can serve as an effective and efficient alternative to requiring users to manually devote their scarce time towards manually determining photographic defects. Figure 5 visualizes some examples of our testing images, the ground truth scores with relative rankings, and our prediction scores with relative rankings for different defects. For these examples, the prediction rankings are consistent with the ground truth. More examples are shown in the supplementary material.
Photographic Defect Spatial Analysis
Since the effectiveness of our prediction has been validated, we fix the parameters of the well-trained multi-patch input model and extend the testing deployment to the fully Figure 5 . Examples of test images and our model's predictions. For each defect except bad saturation, a pair of severely-defective (left) and defect-free (right) images are given. *For bad saturation, a relatively good saturation image is shown in the middle; the left image is severely-over-saturated and the right is severely-undersaturated. Our predictions and the ground truth are reported in the form ofseverity score (relative ranking)". The relative ranking of a score is reported as a percentage, by computing the proportion of our testing dataset with lower scores (or with lower absolute scores for bad saturation). Thus a higher score and a higher ranking indicate severer defects.
convolutional version [30] for defect-specific spatial analysis on arbitrary input images (with arbitrary sizes). We remove the last 7 × 7 pooling layer (pool/7×7) in GoogLeNet and convert the fully connected layers to convolutional layers with a stride of 1 and kernel size of 1 × 1. The output of the network is a defect score heat map 32 times downsized from the original size. We then upsample the heat map to the original size via bilinear interpolation. Figure 6 shows two examples of the heat maps for different defects. More heat map examples are shown in the supplementary material.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an initial attempt at solving the comprehensive image defect diagnosis problem. To systematically investigate this problem and validate our proposals, we collected a novel dataset containing 12, 853 natural images with seven types of defect severity scores. We further proposed both holistic and patch-input multi-column DNNs to predict the defect severity scores, which encode features from different scales and perspectives. In the experiments, we validated the complementarity between the Figure 6 . Heat map examples. The left column corresponds to input images. The right column corresponds to severity heat map outputs, where the amount of red color indicates the severity of defects in a local region. In the top row, the input stitching image is composed of three similar photos but with different exposure adjustments. Our heat map highlights that the building in the lowerleft corner and the sky in the upper-right corner are more likely to suffer from bad exposure defect than those normal regions in the middle. In the bottom row, the heat map visualizes a probably hazy region over the Bird's Nest Stadium on the right image, with no strong response on the left clear Stadium. Interestingly, the model is conservative when identifying the hazy sky. This is because the model is not sure if the sky is originally gray or if the weather is just hazy without a reference object.
two models, and also validated the effectiveness of classification infogain loss. Our results outperform an average individual users' annotations in all types of defect predictions. During spatial analysis, our preliminary experiments with visualization of defect heat maps show promising results that qualitatively reach consistency with humans' intuition on defective locations. We believe our automatic defect diagnosis model could enable photographers to have better experiences in the use of complex image editing software.
